startup everwave @Salone Nautico Venezia 2021:
•

29.5. – 6.6.2021, find us at Pier 3

•

Christening of the garbage boat with name „Moringa“: 29.5. at 4pm

•

If you are interested in a meeting, please contact Inga Hilbig (hilbig@everwave.de)

•

More infos about us: www.everwave.de and www.garbage-boat.com

•

How our Cleanup Missions look like: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Psi0IK59fc

•

Press material: https://cloud.everwave.de/s/iFCABFk963ZimLr

How everwave cleans up the world with garbage boats
Millions of tonnes of plastic pour into our
oceans every year, harming nature and humans. Every minute, a truckload of plastic
waste enters the oceans - eleven million tonnes of plastic every year. The startup everwave
does something about this. everwave relies on
technological solutions to intercept the garbage
already in the rivers and on ecological inspiration to educate society in a sustainable way.
The startup focuses on two different Cleanup
Technologies: The stationary cleanup platform
HiveX which will run a first pilot mission in summer 2021 and the flexible garbage boat CollectiX,
which will be seen at SALONE NAUTICO VENEZIA 2021.
CollectiX has been constructed with the partners Berky, a boat specialist from Germany, and the
German Research Center of Artificial intelligence, which equippes the boat with drones and AI, that
gather data about plastic pollution. The garbage boat proved to be a game changer in the fight against
global plastic waste in previous Cleanup Missions e.g. in Serbia or Bosnia, where it collected
hundreds of plastic bottles, fridges, car tires and a lot of other things. It can pick up around 20 tons of
material per day and is perfect for places, where garbage patches block the rivers natural flow.
Next to collecting garbage, everwave cares about a
holisitc approch. The collected waste is washed and
shredded after collection and, if the situation on site
allows it, returned to the recycling cycle. In the long
term, our material shall be returned to production and
thus waste becomes a resource! Through environmental education the startup tries to inspire people to
take care for our rivers and to create a healthy future
together.
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The next Cleanup Missions are already in sight and the goal is to expand the garbage fleet in order
to clean up as many places in the world as possible. We are happy that we have the strong supporter
Moringa by Landmarken AG at our side, who is also the name giver of the presented garbage boat at
the Venice Boat Show. Companies committed to a sustainable future are indispensable in the fight
against plastic pollution in the world's waters.

Be part of the wave – Let's talk about how we can all create
a sustainable future together.
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